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Photopatterned Multidomain Gels – Multi-Component Self-Assembled Hydrogels Based on Partially Self-Sorting 1,3:2,4-Dibenzylidene-D-sorbitol Derivatives

Daniel J. Cornwell, Oliver J. Daubney and David K. Smith*

Department of Chemistry, University of York, Heslington, York, YO10 5DD, UK

ABSTRACT: We report a multi-component self-assembling system based on 1,3:2,4-dibenzylidene-D-sorbitol (DBS) derivatives which form gels as the pH is lowered in a controlled way. The two DBS gelators are functionalized with carboxylic acids – the first in the 4-position of the aromatic rings (DBS-CO₂H), the second having glycine connected through an amide bond and displaying a terminal carboxylic acid (DBS-Gly). Importantly, these two self-assembling DBS-acids have different pKₐ values, and as such, their self-assembly is triggered at different pHs. Slowly lowering the pH of a mixture of gelators using glucono-δ-lactone (GdL) initially triggers assembly of DBS-CO₂H, followed by DBS-Gly – a good degree of kinetic self-sorting is achieved. Gel formation can also be triggered in the presence of diphenylidonium nitrate (DPIN) as a photoacid under UV irradiation. Two-step acidification of a mixture of gelators using (a) GdL and (b) DPIN assembles the two networks sequentially. By combining this approach with a mask during step (b), multidomain gels are formed, in which the network based on DBS-Gly is positively patterned into a pre-existing network based on DBS-CO₂H. This innovative approach yields spatially-resolved multidomain multi-component gels based on programmable low-molecular-weight gelators, with one network being positively ‘written’ into another.

INTRODUCTION

The self-assembly of supramolecular gels is a simple, effective way of creating nanostructured soft materials with wide ranging applications.¹ Molecular-scale information programmed into low-molecular-weight gelators by organic synthesis is translated up to the nanoscale through non-covalent interactions which underpin the formation of a sample-spanning network – usually comprised of self-assembled nanofibres.² In recent times, there has been increasing interest in the assembly of multi-component gels with the potential for each individual component to endow the gel with a different behaviour.³ Well-designed gelators are capable of self-sorting, with each gelator preferentially assembling into its own nanoscale network – often driven by structural differences between them.⁴ In key work, Adams and co-workers demonstrated that gelators with different pKₐ values could be assembled sequentially, with controlled protonation driving the self-assembly of each network in turn – an elegant approach to kinetically controlled self-sorting.⁵

A significant drawback of self-assembled gels is the difficulty of achieving morphological structuring on a macroscopic scale – spatial control. Supramolecular gels usually self-assemble from the solution-phase using a heat-cool cycle, or bulk treatment of a sample with an activating reagent. As such, most gels simply form within the container in which they are made. It is desirable to achieve a greater degree of spatial control over gel-formation, as this would allow the creation of morphologies which may be able to participate more intelligently in high-tech applications – from conducting soft materials to tissue engineering.⁶ With this goal in mind, we recently photopatterned a polymer gel within a self-assembled gel using photo-polymerization and a mask,⁷ leading to what we defined as a ‘multidomain gel’ – those regions based only on the supramolecular gel were soft and deformable whereas those which also included the crosslinked polymer gel network were robust. Photo-activation of gelation is clearly a powerful strategy by which spatial control can be achieved, and is widely used in polymer gels.⁷ However, photo-activation of low-molecular-weight gelation is relatively rare. There are a number of reports in which gels can be photoswitched between gel and sol – although this has mainly only been performed on bulk samples.⁸ Of particular relevance, the research groups of Adams and van Esch have reported the use of a photoacid as a proton source to trigger the formation of simple gels on exposure to UV, with a degree of spatial patterning.⁹ Spatial resolution has also been previously achieved within a multi-component low molecular weight gel using an electrochemical method,¹⁰ but this requires electrode insertion, disturbing the sample. Photo-patterning of a multi-component gel has very recently been reported using a ‘negative etching’ approach – two networks were assembled together, and one was then subsequently disassembled by irradiation.¹¹
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We coupled methyl ester-protected glycine, to DBS-CO$_2$H using O-(benzotriazol-1-yl)-N,N,N',N'-tetramethyluronium tetrafluoroborate (TBTU) in the presence of diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) to yield 1,3;2,4-dibenzylidene-$\partial$-sorbitol-di-carbonyl-glycine methyl ester in 67% yield. Subsequent hydrolysis of the methyl ester groups with two equivalents of aqueous NaOH (1 M), provided 1,3,2,4-dibenzylidene-$\partial$-sorbitol-di-carbonyl-glycine (DBS-Gly) in 65% yield (see ESI for full details). Although DBS derivatives are widely investigated and industrially applied, with many patents in place, this is the first reported example incorporating an amino acid.

As expected, DBS-Gly formed gels by basification (to deprotonate and dissolve the gelator) followed by slow acidification (to reprotonate, lowering solubility and encouraging self-assembly). We employed glucono-$\partial$-lactone (GdL), in known amounts of 210 mg mL$^{-1}$ as acidification agent; GdL hydrolysis slowly acidifies the solution and is well-known to give homogeneous gels. Samples were left overnight and translucent gels were observed (Fig. S1). The minimum gelation concentration (MGC) was 0.45 % wt/vol (8.03 mM), with a $T_{gel}$ value of ca. 67°C (corresponding to gel collapse).

Gelation kinetics were monitored using NMR methods to follow the assembly of DBS-Gly after the addition of GdL. NMR allows with reference to a ‘mobile’ internal standard, DMSO) quantification of the concentration of gelator present in the mobile phase, and by inference, how much has assembled in the ‘solid-like’ fibers. From Figure 1a, it is clear that there is some initial rapid assembly, as the concentration of mobile gelator drops from ca. 8 mM to ca. 7 mM in the first 30 minutes. This may be attributed to a ‘burst’ release of protons as GdL is quickly converted to gluconic acid by residual NaOH – in situ monitoring of pH indicated a rapid drop from ca. 10.5 to ca. 6.8 immediately after the addition of GdL (see Fig. S3). There is then a period of buffering, presumably as the pH gradually lowers further towards the pK$_a$ value of DBS-Gly; once this value is reached, there is slow assembly of the LMWG network over the course of several hours. The data were fitted to Avrami’s kinetic model (Fig. 1b, see ESI for full details of method). For DBS-Gly, the value of the Avrami exponent, n, was found to be 1.06 (Fig. 1b) – indicative of the formation of one-dimensional nanofibres with relatively little branching.
Figure 1. a) Kinetics of formation of DBS-Gly network as monitored by NMR spectroscopy; b) Avrami plot for DBS-Gly network formation, where the Avrami exponent, n, is equivalent to the gradient of line of best fit.

The minimum amount of GdL required to form gels from DBS-Gly (ca. 10 mg mL\(^{-1}\)) was significantly higher than for DBS-CO\(_2\)H (ca. 6 mg mL\(^{-1}\) by the same method). We determined the pK\(_a\) value by titration against HCl – it self-assembly into gel nanofibres around the pK\(_a\) value means that these values can only be estimated.\(^9\) The pK\(_a\) value for DBS-Gly was ca. 4.3 (Fig. S5), but the pK\(_a\) value determined for DBS-CO\(_2\)H was ca. 5.4 (Fig S6). Rationalising this difference is challenging, as apparent pK\(_a\) values of gelators are affected by the self-assembly step, which can perturb the protonation equilibrium, change the pK\(_a\) from what might be expected for small molecule analogues.\(^{10}\) It should also be noted that these gelators each have two acids, which could have distinct pK\(_a\) values. However, these acids are relatively distant from one another and the gelator is relatively rigid – as such we only observe one apparent pK\(_a\). The final pH of these gels is ca. 4.0, and we do not see any evidence of acid-mediated acetal hydrolysis. In summary, and most importantly, the structural change programmed into the gelator by organic synthesis has a direct impact on the pK\(_a\), and hence the pH at which network assembly is initiated.

MULTI-COMPONENT SELF-ASSEMBLY AND SELF-SORTING OF DBS-CO\(_2\)H AND DBS-GLY:

Due to their significant differences in pK\(_a\) values, we reasoned that kinetically controlled self-sorting of DBS-Gly and DBS-CO\(_2\)H may occur. Indeed, a sample containing 0.45% wt/vol DBS-CO\(_2\)H (10.08 mM) and 0.45% wt/vol DBS-Gly (8.03 mM) and 18 mgmL\(^{-1}\) of GdL yielded a translucent gel (Fig. S2), indicating that a combination of the two gelators could indeed form a gel.

We used NMR to follow the assembly of gelators into the solid-like nanofibres of the gel network. Solutions were prepared containing 0.45% wt/vol of both gelators, in D\(_2\)O (with DMSO internal standard), the minimum amount of NaOH\(_{aq}\) (0.5 M) to dissolve them and varying amounts of GdL: (a) 4 mg mL\(^{-1}\) (22.5 mM), (b) 5.7 mg mL\(^{-1}\) (32.0 mM), and (c) 14.3 mg mL\(^{-1}\) (80.3 mM). The concentration of the mobile components was determined from the spectra, and from this the % of gelator assembled into a network inferred. We reasoned that the protons released from hydrolysis would initially protonate DBS-CO\(_2\)H in preference to DBS-Gly leading to kinetic control over self-sorting.

Figure 2. Percentage of gelator assembled into a network for multi-component systems of DBS-CO\(_2\)H (10.08 mM) and DBS-Gly (8.03 mM), with a) 22.5 mM, b) 32.0 mM, and c) 80.3 mM GdL as the only proton source, added in one batch.

On increasing the amount of GdL (Fig 2a-c), an increased percentage of both gelators was assembled. Assembly of DBS-CO\(_2\)H is indeed initially favored (Fig. 2a). With more GdL (Fig. 2b), ca. 90% of DBS-CO\(_2\)H assembles, but only ca. 20% of DBS-Gly. It should be noted that there is an initial rapid assembly of both gelators, possibly
attributed to the initial rapid pH drop (Fig. S3). When using a large excess of GdL (Fig. 2c), continuous gradual assembly of DBS-CO₂H up to ca. 300 minutes was observed, at which point 100% of the gelator was incorporated into the solid-like network. Up to this point, only ca. 20% of DBS-Gly was immobilized. After this point (ca. 400 minutes), the DBS-Gly initiates rapid assembly, as the pH drops to the pKa value of this LMWG and triggers its assembly. By the end of the experiment, over 90% of DBS-Gly had also been immobilized. Hence there is a good degree of stepwise kinetic control.

We then examined the nanostructure of each of these gels using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Fig. S9). Samples were prepared by freeze-drying in liquid nitrogen, followed by lyophilizing overnight, minimizing thermal reorganisation, and allowing us to visualize the relatively 'expanded' structure of the overall network, which has not collapsed on drying. The nanofibres are fairly similar in each case, suggesting that the two gelators do not inhibit one another’s self-assembly into nanofibres.

Table 1. Rheological performance of individual gelators and multi-component system. Shear strain = 0.3%, Frequency = 1 Hz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LMWG</th>
<th>G’ / Pa</th>
<th>G” / Pa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBS-CO₂H, 0.45% wt/vol</td>
<td>4060</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBS-Gly, 0.45% wt/vol</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBS-CO₂H/DBS-Gly, both 0.45% wt/vol</td>
<td>2040</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rheological analysis was then performed (Table 1). The strongest gel as characterized by its $G'$ value was DBS-CO₂H (4060 Pa); DBS-Gly was significantly weaker (1140 Pa). The mixed two-component gel was somewhat intermediate between the two in terms of rheological performance ($G' = 2040$ Pa), suggesting that the fibers of DBS-Gly in the two-component gel may prevent DBS-CO₂H from forming its most optimal sample-spanning network. Similar effects are often observed when mixing self-assembled gels with polymers, the presence of which can somewhat disrupt the formation of a sample-spanning network.²¹

DUAL ACTIVATION – COMBINATION OF GdL WITH PHOTOOACTIVATION:

In the light of this system’s two-step activation mechanism (Fig. 2c), we reasoned that it may be possible to use two different proton sources, with one being used to activate each of the networks. Although Adams and co-workers have previously explored two-step acidification, they did this within a single component gel.²² Ideally, our second source of protons should have an orthogonal control mechanism. We decided to employ the photoacid generator (PAG) diphenyliodonium nitrate (DPIN). On exposure to UV light in the presence of water, DPIN is hydrolyzed, generating nitric acid as one of the products. We measured $\lambda_{max}$ to be 287 nm (Fig. S10), and used a high-intensity UV lamp with $\lambda = 300-400$ nm (overlapping with DPIN’s absorbance) for activation. Although the use of a PAG has previously been shown to make individual pH-sensitive gelation systems light-responsive,²³ our approach is significantly different as we photopattern one gel within another. We hoped to first observe mostly formation of the DBS-CO₂H network via GdL hydrolysis/activation; then with activation of DPIN by UV light the assembly of the second network based on DBS-Gly to form the dual-network gel from this second source of protons (Scheme 1). With pKa values for gluconic acid (produced by GdL) and nitric acid (produced by DPIN) of 3.86 and -1.4 respectively, these acidification agents are well chosen for the stepwise protonation of DBS-CO₂H and DBS-Gly, which have pKa values of 5.4 and 4.3 respectively.

Initially we characterized the ability of DPIN to photoproduce formation of a simple, single-component gel from DBS-Gly. Solutions of 0.45 % wt/vol DBS-Gly with varying amounts of DPIN in NMR tubes were cured under UV light for 30 minutes to produce opaque gels (we attribute the opaqueness to the formation of insoluble iodobenzene as a by-product of photo-irradiation). The optimal amount of DPIN was 8 mg mL⁻¹ (ca. 3 equivalents), which we reason is sufficient to suitably acidify the solution to below the pKₐ of DBS-Gly. We also noted that the initial addition of a small amount of HCl improved the level of reprotonation of DBS-Gly, presumably as this helped neutralise any excess NaOH prior to photoacid activation.

We then used NMR methods to follow the kinetics of DBS-Gly assembly into solid-like nanostructures on photoproduction (Fig. S12). Self-assembly occurred much more rapidly - ca. 1 hour using DPIN compared to ca. 11 hours with GdL (due to faster generation of protons). The Avrami exponent, n = 1.08, was similar to that when GdL was used (n = 1.06), indicating that DBS-Gly still assembles into mostly 1D nanostructures with little branching.

We then attempted to make gels of DBS-Gly in 2.5 mL sample vials using a 1 mL solution of 0.45 % wt/vol DBS-Gly with 8 mg mL⁻¹ DPIN. However, we found that we could only produce opaque suspensions of partial gels (Fig. S13); using smaller volumes produced similar results, even with extended UV exposure and water cooling to prevent UV-induced heating effects, and solvent evaporation, from disrupting gelation. On the other hand, using a 5 cm x 5 cm dish instead of vials as the container for 5 mL of a similarly prepared solution resulted in the formation of a weak, opaque gel (Fig S14). We therefore reasoned that photo-activation using DPIN was most effective in samples and containers which were relatively shallow, so that effective penetration of the UV light could be achieved, yielding homogeneous dispersion of DBS-Gly nanofibres. As such, we do not form gels in sample vials (as is often the case in gelation studies) with DPIN and instead make them in tray-moulds. The sample-spanning gels formed in the trays were relatively weak, and difficult to study using rheology. In addition to the impact of different sample dimensions in tray-moulds, it should also be noted that Adams and co-workers have recently noted...
that the mechanical properties of acid-functionalised hydrogels depend on the kinetics of acidification. Given DPIN activates our system in <1 hour, whereas GdL takes ca. 11 hours, it is therefore not surprising that there are some mechanical differences dependent on the mode of activation.

![Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra (aromatic region) for multi-component gel of DBS-Gly (0.45% wt/vol) and DBS-CO2H (0.45% wt/vol) incorporating both GdL (32.0 mM) and DPIN (23.3 mM) as proton sources. Spectra were recorded after initial preparation of the solution (top), after GdL hydrolysis (centre) and after UV activation of DPIN (bottom). The highlighted peaks decrease in intensity after each proton source has been activated, showing incorporation into the solid-like network of (i) DBS-CO2H, and (ii) DBS-Gly.](image)

We then studied the activation of the multi-component system with a two-step acidification procedure using NMR analysis. We used 32.0 mM of GdL, as previous analysis by 1H NMR (in the absence of DPIN) showed that this resulted in ca. 90% DBS-CO2H and only ca. 20% DBS-Gly assembling into solid-like nanostructures (Fig. 2b). We also introduced DPIN at a concentration of 23.3 mM. Unfortunately, the presence of aromatic signals from DPIN in the NMR spectrum made it somewhat difficult to accurately quantify how much of each gelator was incorporated into the network at any given time, due to some overlap between signals. However, the disappearance of the signals could still be qualitatively observed (Fig. 3). After standing overnight, the resonances associated with DBS-CO2H were significantly reduced compared to those for DBS-Gly as a result of activation by GdL. The NMR tube was then exposed to high-intensity UV light for 30 minutes, after which the sample became visibly more opaque – this change was not observed in the absence of DPIN. The signals corresponding to both LMWGs had decreased further – those for DBS-Gly decreased very significantly indeed and the small amount of remaining DBS-CO2H had also disappeared. As such, the NMR experiment supports the view that in step (i), GdL primarily activates DBS-CO2H and in step (ii), DPIN primarily activates DBS-Gly – with the two nanoscale networks being formed in the two individual steps. Furthermore, this study demonstrates that 30 minutes of photoirradiation are sufficient for photo-initiated gelation to be complete – indicating that there are no problems with slow kinetics in this system – unlike some other examples of photo-activated gels.

We examined these multi-component systems on the nano/micro scale by SEM, both before and after UV activation of the PAG (Fig. S5). The networks are reasonably similar in appearance to those formed when only GdL was used as a proton source, which would support the view that GdL/DPIN is an effective two-step approach for activating this system.

PHOTOPATTERNING – SPATIAL CONTROL OVER SELF-ASSEMBLY USING DUAL ACTIVATION METHODOLOGY:

Finally, and most importantly, we investigated the possibility of photopatterning these multi-component systems using the two different activators to achieve spatial control. We reasoned that the rapid kinetics of the photo-induced gelation combined with the assembly of DBS-Gly within a pre-formed gel of DBS-CO2H, hence preventing convection and diffusion effects, could potentially lead to spatial resolution and precise control over the formation of multi-domain gels.

To form such spatially resolved gels, a solution (5 mL) of both gelators at 0.45% wt/vol, plus GdL (32.0 mM) and DPIN (23.3 mM), was poured into a mould (5 cm x 5 cm x 0.5 cm). The solution was left overnight to allow GdL hydrolysis to take place. The next day, a translucent gel had formed. The NMR study described above, and the physical appearance of the gel, would support the view that the solid-like network of this material consisted mostly of a DBS-CO2H network, with some (ca. 20%) DBS-Gly. A mask was then placed over the top of the mould, and the gel exposed to UV light for 1 hour – enough time to complete photo-initiated gelation as indicated by the previous NMR study. The mould was cooled in a water bath to prevent UV-induced heating effects from disrupting gelation. After photoirradiation, an opaque, well-resolved pattern was formed within the gel (Fig. 4), indicating that only those regions exposed to UV light through the mask was the PAG activated.

![Figure 4. Photopatterning of multi-component gel of DBS-CO2H + DBS-Gly in a mould (dimensions 5 cm x 5 cm). After formation of translucent gel using hydrolysis of GdL as proton source (left), exposure to UV through a photo-mask activates DPIN only in exposed regions, leading to positive writing of a photopatterned second network in some areas, visualized by the gel changing from translucent to opaque as the second network forms (right).](image)
To ensure that the protons generated by activation of the PAG only activated DBS-Gly in the patterned region, and did not diffuse out to cause DBS-Gly network formation outside of the patterned domain, we used Congo Red as a pH indicator. For this experiment, a photopatterned gel was prepared in which one half of the material was exposed to UV light during curing, and the other half masked. After curing, the indicator was then applied in small portions across the gel to determine the pH in each of the two domains. Pleasingly, we observed that in the domain where DPIN was not activated, the indicator remained bright red in color, indicating a pH above ca. 5, whereas in the domain where DPIN had been activated, the indicator became a red-purple color, indicating a pH of ca. 4 (Fig. 5). Even after several hours, the colors did not appear to change, suggesting that in regions where DPIN is activated, the protons generated do not diffuse out, even after some time. This is supportive of the view that the protons are associated with the self-assembled, solid-like DBS-Gly network, limiting their diffusion. As such, this study confirms that DPIN-induced network formation only occurs within the photo-exposed regions.

This demonstrates highly controllable assembly of a second component in the presence of a pre-assembled first component using photoinitiation. In this way, one gel network can be ‘positively’ written into another – in contrast to a recent study using ‘negative etching’ where one gel network has been removed from a dual network system. Importantly, the kinetics are sufficiently fast for the patterns generated to have good levels of resolution. As such, we propose this as an effective general route to patterning multidomain low-molecular-weight gels.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, novel amino acid functionalised DBS-derivative, DBS-Gly, has a significantly different pKₐ value to our standard carboxylic acid functionalised DBS-CO₂H. This difference in pKₐ enables these two gelators to undergo partial kinetic self-sorting.

Combining two different activation methods: (i) GdL and (ii) a photoacid DPIN, then allowed us to (i) mainly activate DBS-CO₂H, and (ii) photochemically activate mainly DBS-Gly. Performing the second step of this dual-activation process through a mask, allowed us to positively photopattern one low molecular weight gel network (DBS-Gly) into another (DBS-CO₂H), and hence obtain a largely self-sorted multi-domain material with spatial resolution. This constitutes a very rare example of a multi-domain supramolecular gel, and the first with positive photopatterning.

These systems have considerable potential for future development. There is huge scope for morphological design using this approach – limited only by the possibilities of photo-activation. There is also potential to synthesize DBS derivatives functionalized with other amino acids/peptides, opening this class of industrial material to a wide range of biomedical applications. Furthermore, our photo-activated approach to gelation described here could be very simply combined with other hydrogels. Such materials could be viable for controlled release or tissue engineering applications. Two-photon methods could give rise to truly three dimensional multi-domain supramolecular gel architectures. Work towards these goals is in progress within our laboratory. The highly responsive and programmable nature of supramolecular gels provides these materials with new horizons compared with the very widely investigated photo-patterned polymer gels – as such, we believe their future is bright.
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Writing one gel in another! Using a multi-component self-assembled gel with a dual method of activation allows us to self-sort a multi-domain material in which one gel is initially assembled, and then photo-activation is used to assemble a second gel network within it.